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2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 1. log K-F WF -2. log K-F CD .980*** -3. log TASA WF .897*** .896*** -4. log TASA CD .904*** .914*** .993*** -5. log BNC WF .923*** .924*** .915*** .919*** -6. log BNC CD .859*** .889*** .875*** .892*** .958*** -7. Orthographic N .107*** .098*** .143*** .133*** .118*** .103*** -8. Length -.106*** -.081*** -.141*** -.121*** -.119*** -.064*** -.654*** 9. Consistency Ratio -.151*** -.148*** -.139*** -.138*** -.148*** -.121*** -.001 10. Young LD RT -.533*** -.553*** -.622*** -.627*** -.575*** -.620*** -.096*** 11. Older LD RT -.485*** -.501*** -.574*** -.576*** -.532*** -.575*** -.078*** 12. Young Naming RT -.278*** -.276*** -.325*** -.321*** -.298*** -.296*** -.371*** 13. Older Naming RT -.358*** -.361*** -.418*** -.414*** -.386*** -.395*** -.300*** Kučera and Francis (1967) . TASA refers to Landauer, Foltz, and Laham (1998) 12th grade. BNC refers to British National Corpus Consortium (2000). † p < .1; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001. Kučera and Francis (1967) . TASA refers to Landauer et al. (1998) 12th grade. BNC refers to British National Corpus Consortium (2000). † p < .1; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.
